ABeeDev
Your SaaS Development Engineering

A solution for all development engineering disciplines
A modular offering up to security testing.

Introduction
ABeeDev is a comprehensive SaaS project management solution that can handle:
- **Requirements Management**: contracts, standards, regulations, specifications, etc...
- **Activity Management**: schedule tracking, and reporting
- **Version Management** and continuous integration as CI/CD
- **Global Configuration Management** of product and product variants
- **Test and Control Management** (manual and automated)
- **Architecture Model Management** (UML / SysML)

Benefits
- Rapid provisioning of ELM features tailored to your needs
- Deployment of ELM for your specific production projects as well as testing needs / Sandbox (such as training, and process model refinement, ...)
- Unlimited declared users for a defined number of concurrent accesses
- Integration with testing tools for DevOps and DevSecOps deployment
- Server ELM updates to the latest versions and patches

Ready-to-use development environment
The ease and speed of the Cloud (French DataCenter)
A single tool with dashboards to track your projects and manage risks
Each user member of a team has dedicated roles and permissions.
Expert technical support for ELM functions and processes: Agile, SAFe, V-model...
Collaborative environment facilitated by reviews, comments, and discussion threads.

Supplier of engineering services and products
ablogix.com
contact@ablogix.com
**ABeeDev : ELM and DevSecOps offering**

*Your SaaS Development Engineering*

---

**ABeeDev-1 : Available Modules for ELM and DevSecOps**

The offering is modular* and extensible based on your needs and process maturity:

- **ELM_RM** : Requirements Management
- **ELM_CCM** : Task Management + Scheduling and Reporting + Version control
- **ELM_QM** : Test Plan Management and Execution Reporting
- **ELM_BASE** : Includes the three ELM functions ELM_RM + ELM_CCM + ELM_QM
- **ELM_GCM** : Global Configuration Management and Product Line Management
- **ELM_AM** : UML / SysML Architecture Management

**DevSecOps :** Integration with tools such as:

- **Ci_Accelerate** : Pipeline Management
- **Ci_SAC** : Code Vulnerability Analysis in the IDE
- **Ci_FT** : Functional Web Interface Testing, ... + API testing + Performance Testing
- **Ci_IAST** : Interactive Security Testing
- **Ci_DAST** : Dynamic Security Testing
- **Ci_SAST** : Static Security Testing
- **Cd_Launch** : Deployment Management

*Possibility of integration with existing tools, subject to study*

**Others ABlogiX hosted solutions for System & Network Security:**

- **ABeeFix** : System & Software Patch Management (BigFix)
- + System Vulnerability Analysis (Tenable)

*Please contact us for pricing based on modules and the number of concurrent users.*

---

**Our ABeeDev offering can be complemented by the following service offerings:**

- Support and guidance on tools and process improvement
- Training on tools (for administrators and users)
- Training on engineering methods (VSM, Agile, Systems Engineering, Requirements Engineering, ...)
- Project oversight by a dedicated contact (KATA : Key Account Technical Advisor)

*www.ablogix.com*